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December 2015
It is hard to believe we are already at the close of another year! One of the highlights of 2015 was
the ICETE C-15 consultation, which took place in Antalya, Turkey 6-11 November. Our time
together included:
•

393 participants

•

73 countries

•

238 schools/churches/organizations

•

7 plenary sessions, from Dr. Christopher
Wright, Dr. Rupen Das, Dr. Bernhard Ott, Dr.
Paul Penley, Dr. Craig Parro, Dr. Elizabeth
Sendek, and Dr. David Baer

•

26 workshop sessions

We hope you will join us for our next triennial, in November 2018!
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News from Regional Associations

ABHE
• Under the leadership of new ABHE team member, Steve Moore, ABHE has launched an
exciting new emerging leader development initiative: nexleader. Presidentially-nominated
high potential student leaders will have the opportunity to participate in a year-long
assessment, coaching, virtual peer learning, and training program culminating in a July
2016 live gathering. The extensive leadership development resources available on
the nexleader Idea Portal are available to any interested person. Subscribe at:
ideas.nexleader.com
• ABHE has launched new blogs to which any interested party may subscribe:
4ThoughtLeaders by ABHE President, Ralph Enlow
Lead With Connection, by ABHE Senior Fellow, Todd Hall
Marketing Minute by ABHE partner, Bart Caylor
• Dr. M. Shane Wood has joined the ABHE team as Associate Director of the Commission on
Accreditation. Shane will serve alongside COA Director, Dr. Ron Kroll, overseeing the
numerical growth and scope expansion of ABHE's accredited institutions and programs.
• February 10-12, 2016 annual meeting will focus upon the theme, Seeking Biblical Clarity in
an Age of Sexual Confusion. Plenary speakers include Dr. Peter Jones of truthXchange, Dr.
Rosaria Butterfield, and Dr. Christopher Yuan.
!

•

ABHE welcomes interest in its comprehensive enterprise resource platform (ERP) software
solution partner, KanopySIS. Our clientele includes a growing number of international
theological institutions. Interested parties can request a free online demo from anywhere in
the world.

ACTEA
• We are pleased to welcome two new Affiliate members: West Africa Theological Seminary
(WATS) in Nigeria, and Cameroon Baptist Theological Seminary (CBTS) in Cameroon.
• Two schools have been granted candidacy status: Meserete Kristos College (MKC) and
Ethiopian Full Gospel Theological Seminary, both in Ethiopia
• ACTEA leadership participated in Association of Evangelicals in Africa (AEA) 11th General
Assembly in Harare, Zimbabwe 27 June-2 July
• Dr. Dwight Singer has been appointed Networking Officer
• ACTEA annual Council Meeting was held in September in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
• Save the Date: ACTEA Council/40th Anniversary Celebration to be held 15-20 November
2016
AETAL
• AETAL facilitated training programs in four Hispanic countries in 2015
Santa Cruz (Bolivia) | Apr29–May02/2015
At Hebron Theological Seminary!

Assunción (Paraguay) | May/04,05/2015
At Evangelical University of Paraguay

!

!

San José (Costa Rica) | Jun/22-25/2015

Puebla (Mexico) | Aug/03-06/2015

At ProMETA Seminary

At Puebla Bible Seminary

At!Puebla!Bible!Seminary!

!

•

AETAL, ICETE and Overseas Council concluded, in triple partnership, the faculty
development project (exclusively to the Brazilian Northeast schools), which has overcome
the great educational need and meet one of the areas of the services AETAL offers. This
project was dreamed up by theological educators in Northeast region, during the Institute
for Excellence sponsored by the Overseas Council, in João Pessoa, in 2010. On June 11th,
2015 was celebrated the graduation of this first group. The project will continue to research
and studies in order to better meet the main needs of the Brazilian Northeast.

•

Save the Date: 19-22 September 2016 IX Theological Continental Conference and General
Assembly

ATA
• Asia Theological Association Seminar in partnership with ICETE and Langham to offer
Developing Research and Thinking Skills at Masters Level in Preparation for Doctoral
Studies seminar
Facilitator: Dr. Ian Shaw, Associate International Director, Langham Partnership
!

•

Date: February 26-27, 2016
Venue: South East Asia Bible Seminary, Malang, Indonesia
Topics: Developing Critical Thinking Skills, Writing at Postgraduate Level, Developing
Research Questions.
Who should attend?: Supervisors of Masters level research projects, current or future
doctoral supervisors.
Registration fee: $50.00 (includes food and accommodations at South East Asia Bible
Seminary)
Register Here
Save the Date: ATA will have their Triennial assembly at ChongShin University, Seoul Korea
25-29 July 2016.

SPAEC
• SPAEC conducted its biennial conference in Papua New Guinea and was hosted by
Christian Leaders’ Training College (CLTC) in September 2015. During this conference, a
new president was elected for the association, Dr. Charles de Jongh of Malyon College
(Brisbane, Queensland) and Dr. Les Crawford continued as Secretary/Treasurer. The
conference, although not as well attended as previous ones on account of its location, was a
great success in encouraging CLTC faculty and staff, as well as enjoying the cross-cultural
experience of fellowship in a rural setting.

Welcoming new Associates and Affiliates
At the C-15, we were pleased to welcome three new members to the ICETE community:
• B. H. Carroll Theological Institute: Texas, US (Affiliate)
• Grace College and Theological Seminary, Indiana, UA (Affiliate)
• 4 the World Resource Distributors, Missouri US (Associate)
Some benefits of ICETE membership include:
• Global visibility, including a link on the ICETE website and access to the ICETE constituency
through the quarterly newsletter
• Access to senior consultants in global theological education at a discounted rate
• Connection to a network of over 1000 theological institutions worldwide
• Discounted rate to attend the global triennial consultations
For more information about becoming an Associate or Affiliate member of ICETE, including fees
and application process, please contact Mrs. Stefanii Ferenczi.

!

Introducing the Regional Associations
“ICETE is a global community, sponsored by nine regional associations of theological schools, to
enable international interaction and collaboration among all those concerned for the
enhancement of evangelical theological education worldwide.” To further encourage interaction
and collaboration, we will be introducing each of the nine regional associations over the next
several newsletters. Please see the September 2014 newsletter for an introduction to ABHE,
ACTEA, and AETAL. The April 2015 volume introduces ATA and CETA. Past volumes of the
newsletter are available here.
This month, we are pleased to introduce the European Evangelical Accrediting Association
(EEAA).
“The EEAA has served evangelical theological education in Europe since 1978, mostly in the areas
of quality assurance and networking, with a recent emphasis on resourcing as well. We have 75
member schools in 27 countries, including several countries in the Middle East. Our schools range
from larger, university level schools to small Bible schools. We accredit 56 programmes from
Certificate to Academic Master level through our standards that we have aligned to the Bologna
Process in Europe. European legislation and the principle of subsidiarity does not allow us cross
border accreditation, hence we provide statements of standard comparability with the different
cycles of European higher education and this has served many schools well. Our membership in
the secular accrediting networks INQAHEE and ENQA further enhance the credibility of our work
and the value to our schools of EEAA accreditation. Our membership in the ICETE represents a
fundamental value, and we encourage discussion on shared global standards within the ICETE
network as a globally recognisable professional quality seal.
In recent years the EEAA has increasingly been involved in providing resources for theological
educators and we see this as an integral part of our services. Our General Assemblies have moved
from being business meetings to training events; we have started a journal The Theological
Educator and we have participated with Overseas Council (and now ICETE and WETIA) in creating
TEN – theologicaleducation.net, an online repository of resources for theological educators. We
are also pleased that a number of our staff and two of our member schools in Europe are involved
in the provision of specific educational programmes for theological educators at postgraduate and
doctoral level (PhD at AWM Korntal, and MA and PhD at LST London). These programmes are
designed to serve both our European schools and the broader global family of theological
educators to enhance scholarly engagement with theology with professional engagement with
education.

!

Quality assurance in theological education is a paracletic ministry that is taking place in times of
great change, and we look for wisdom, discernment and global communion as we engage in our
portion of the Master’s vineyard.”

Resources of Interest
Evangelical Around the World: A Global Handbook for the 21st Century, from Thomas Nelson
Publishers Bringing together a team of multi-disciplined scholars, writers, activists, and leaders
from around the world, this handbook provides a compelling look at the diverse group we call
Evangelicals. In this guide, written by those who know the movement the best, the issues that
divide and the beliefs that unite this global Christian movement are presented in a journalistic
fashion. You may preview the book here. If you are interested in ordering a copy for yourself,
please visit Amazon or ChristianBook.

Themelios is an international, evangelical, peer-reviewed theological journal that expounds and
defends the historic Christian faith. Its primary audience is theological students and pastors,
though scholars read it as well. Themelios began in 1975 and was operated by RTSF/UCCF in the
UK, and it became a digital journal operated by The Gospel Coalition in 2008. The editorial team
draws participants from across the globe as editors, essayists, and reviewers. Themelios is
copyrighted by The Gospel Coalition. Readers are free to use it and circulate it in digital form
without further permission, but they must acknowledge the source and may not change the
content. Please visit http://themelios.thegospelcoalition.org/to download the latest issue.

The Fellowship of European Evangelical Theologians (FEET) will be hosting their biennial
conference in Germany 26-30 August 2016. The theme for the conference is “The Reformation—its
Theology and its Legacy.” For more information, please see the attached brochure.

Following the joint LST-EEAA development of master level programmes in theological education,
London School of Theology is now building on the success these programmes and of its
well established research department to provide doctoral level studies to a global audience with
a unique focus on educational issues related to theological education.

!

This unique opportunity for doctoral research will contribute to meeting the need for scholarly
engagement with educational issues in both theory and practice in many theological colleges, in
theological education networks and theological accreditation agencies. The aim of the PhD
programme is to nourish intellectual leadership and resources for schools across the globe in
order to deal with urgent questions of educational renewal and strategic thinking. The absence of
residential requirements and the possibility to appoint supervisors internationally favor the
development of contextually located scholars in theological education. Arrangements for
supervision can be made in different region as LST can appoint Adjunct Faculty in order to ensure
maximum contextual relevance. Typical applicants will be leaders or faculty in theological
colleges, seminaries, Bible college movements and emerging forms of theological education as
well as leaders in international theological education networks and quality assurance agencies.
Intakes for the program are in Autumn, Winter, and Spring every year. For more information,
please see the attached brochures.

Survey Opportunity: You are invited to take part in an important survey which aims to inform the
research community about how readers find and access journals and books online. The survey is
being carried out by Simon Inger and Tracy Gardner, consultants to the scholarly publishing
community. It is being supported by Brill alongside a number of other publishing organisations.
This survey follows on from work undertaken in 2005, 2008 and 2012 and will allow the consultants
to report on trends in reader behaviour. The main survey findings will once again be made publicly
available and you can opt to receive a copy of the report.
We know your time is precious and so this survey is designed to take you no more than 9 minutes
to complete. All your responses are given anonymously and no tracking devices are used.
At the end of the survey you will be redirected to a separate site where you can optionally enter
our prize draw to win one of three $100 Amazon vouchers and optionally elect to receive by email
a copy of the findings of this survey.
Please go here to participate.

!

16:00-18:00 Arrival and registration
18:30 Evening meal
19:15-19:30 Introduction and address by the chairman of FEET,
Prof. Pierre Berthoud (Aix-en-Provence, France)
19:30-21:15 Main paper 1 and discussion
"Guilt, Shame and Forgiveness: The Crucial
Questions of Life in the Perspective of Reformation
Theology"
Prof. Christoph Raedel (Freie Theologische Hochschule
Gießen, Germany)

8:00 Breakfast

12:30 Lunch
14:00-15:30 Meeting for doctoral students
chaired by Dr Hetty Lalleman (Spurgeon’s College,
London, England)

15:30 Coffee break

excursion

11:30-12:20 Papers on the Reforma8on in Europe
“The Reformation in ITALY and SPAIN and its
relevance for today” (Dr Leonardo De Chirico and
José de Segovia)

Protestant Artists Today
(Marleen Hengelaar-Rookmaaker, ArtWay, Zwolle/NL)

3

The Reformation, Music and Liturgy/Worship
(Dr Walter Hilbrands, Freie Theol. Hochschule Gießen/D)

4

Luther’s Theologia Crucis and the Persecuted Church
Oslo/N)

5

Reformation and the Historical-critical Method
(Prof. Gert Kwakkel, TU Kampen/NL, FJC Aix-en-Provence/F)

6

Reformation and Education: With Special Emphasis
on J.A. Comenius’ "Becoming Truly Human" and
his Reformation of Human Affairs" (Dr Jan Hábl,
University of Ústí nad Labem/CZ)

7

Justification by Faith: Were Protestants and Catholics
Irreconcilably Divided? (Pr of. Tony Lane, London
School of Theology, Northwood/GB)

8

Reformation and the Jews (Jean-Paul Rempp, Lyon/F)

“The Reformation in SCANDINAVIA and its relevance for today” (Dr Rune Imberg and Rolf Kjøde)

Akademie Wiedenest, Bergneustadt, Germany)

mission of the EEA and of the WEA)

2

19:30-21:20 Papers on the Reforma8on in Europe
“The Reformation in GREECE and BULGARIA
and its relevance for today” (Panagiotis Kantartzis,
Stanislav Alexiev and Danail Ignatov)

8:45-9:30 Bible Reading
Prof. Christoph Stenschke (Biblisch-Theologische
9:40-11:20 Main paper 2 and discussion
“Reformation, Denominationalism and the Unity of
the Church. Why is the Church so Divided?”
Prof. Thomas Schirrmacher (Chair, Theological Com-

The Reformation and the Challenge of Islam
(Prof. Thomas Schirrmacher, Martin Bucer Seminar, Bonn/D)

18:30 Evening meal

Saturday, 27 August 2016
7:30-7:50 Morning prayers (Dr Klaus Bensel)

1

Sunday, 28 August 2016
8:00 Breakfast
→ Sunday Service in a Church in Wittenberg
→ Lunch
→ A guided tour to various historical sites in Wittenberg, e.g.
Castle Church, Town Church of St Mary’s, Luther House,
Melanchthon House, Cranach House, museums
→ Return at about 18:00

18:30 Evening meal

19:30-21:15 Main paper 3 and discussion
“Reformation, Freedom of Conscience, and the
Advent of Secularism“
Prof. Paul Wells (England; Prof. em. Faculté Jean Calvin,
Aix-en-Provence, France; WRF - Europe)

Monday, 29 August 2016
7:30-7:50 Morning prayers (Dr Leonardo De Chirico)

Tuesday, 30 August 2016
7:30-7:50 Morning prayers (Dr Stephen Dray)

8:00 Breakfast
8:45-9:30 Bible Reading: Prof. Christoph Stenschke
9:40-11:20 Main paper 4 and discussion
„The Reformation and the Questions of Authority
and Truth“
Dr Andrew McGowan (Highland Theological College
UHI, Dingwall, Scotland; WRF - Europe)

8:00 Breakfast
8:45-9:30 Bible Reading: Prof. Christoph Stenschke
9:40-11:20 Main paper 5 and discussion
“Reformation and Leadership in the Church”
Pfr. Dr Paul Bernhard Rothen (Hundwil, Switzerland)
11:30-12:15 Concluding session and summary by Prof. Pierre
Berthoud (Aix-en-Provence, France)

11:30-12:20 Papers on the Reforma8on in Europe
“The Reformation in POLAND and HUNGARY
and its relevance for today” (Dr Andreas Hahn and
Dr. Ferenc Szűcs)

12:30 Lunch

Immediately after the conference we offer a Luther Tour
12:30 Lunch

30.08.2016

Coach to Erfurt
Visit of Erfurt
The Evangelical Monastery of St Augustine's
University, Cathedrale
Staying overnight in the guest house of the Monastery
of St. Augustine’s

31.08.2016

Coach to Eisenach
Wartburg Castle
Lunch in the Castle Kitchen
Bach House
18:00 end of the tour

14:00-15:30 Meetings of Discipline Groups

Presentation of Short Papers (Old Testament, New Testament, Systematic Theology, Church History, Missiology,
Ethics & Apologetics, Practical Theology)
We encourage the giving of short papers (20 minutes) on
any aspect of theological research (even if at an early stage of
development). If you would like to participate in this way,
please contact Klaus Bensel: KLBensel@aol.com before
30.06.2016 with the title of your proposed paper and a
short abstract.

15:30 Coffee break
16:00-18:00 Papers on the Reforma8on in Europe
“The Reformation in GEORGIA, UKRAINE and
RUSSIA and its relevance for today” (Dr Tatiana
Kopaleisvili and Dr Joshua Searle)
“The Reformation in the CZECH REPUBLIC
and its relevance for today” (Dr Pavel Cerny)
“The Reformation in ROMANIA and its relevance
for today” (Dr Paul Negrut)
18:30 Evening meal
19:30-21:00 Business meeting of FEET

Costs of this tour: app. 120 €
The implementation of the tour will depend on the number of participants.
Those who are interested, please contact Klaus Bensel
(KLBensel@aol.com) before 31.01.2016.

Conference loca on:

venue

Friday, 26 August 2016

workshops

16:00-18:00 Workshops

Stiftung Leucorea
Collegienstrasse 62
06886 Lutherstadt Wittenberg
Germany
Phone: 0049 (0)3491 - 4660
Fax: 0049 (0)3491 - 466222
http://www.leucorea.de
Most conference participants will stay in the Stiftung Leucorea,
others in the Luther-Hotel (www.luther-hotel-wittenberg.de)
nearby (Neustrasse 7). The youth hostel style accommodation
will be in the Y outh Hostel (www.jugendherberge-wittenberg.de).

Online registration is possible:
http://www.paternosterperiodicals.co.uk/european-journal-of-theology
Or send a letter or an e-mail to Mr Gert Hain: kasse@afet.de

Prices:
Single room with full board: 300 €
Double room with full board: 240 €
Youth hostel style with full board: 180 €
Conference fee with meals but without accommodation: 150 €
price for one day with meals but without accommodation: 50 €

Method of payment:
PayPal payment in combination with the online registration
Direct transfer to the FEET account:
interBank-AccNr (IBAN): DE37 5139 0000 0003 3300 01
Bank Identifier Code (BIC): VBMHDE5F

Welcome to FEET 2016 in Wi,enberg!
The Reformation of the 16th century had a huge impact
in large parts of Europe. Its 500th anniversary in 2017 will
be celebrated not only in Europe, but also on all other continents.
Important themes of the Reformation such as the sovereignty of God’s grace, justification by faith and the unique
authority of Scripture and its cultural impact are still cherished by evangelical Christians and theologians. Yet there is
also diversity in how they relate to the Reformation and the
themes just mentioned. Further, what is the actual relevance of these 16th-century convictions for church life and
growth as well as the reformation of society?
Needless to say that these themes are worth discussing.
FEET hopes to open the discussion at its next biennial
conference in 2016, one year before the big event. The conference will be held in a very suitable place: Lutherstadt
Wittenberg in Germany. Its central theme will be:

The Reforma on - its Theology and its Legacy.
You are most welcome.

Cheque enclosed in a letter
Payment in cash at the conference
Unfortunately payment by credit card cannot be accepted.
Please register no later than 30 June 2016.
You will receive the texts of the main lectures by e-mail before the
conference.
A limited amount of financial support is available for students or others
who may be unable to bear the full costs of the conference. If you
would like to apply for assistance please send details of your request
to the secretary.
Travel directions to the confer ence location by car or by tr ain can
be obtained at http://leucorea.de/lage
From the airport Halle/Leipzig (LEJ) trains need 55 minutes, from the
airport Berlin-Schönefeld (SXF) 72 minutes, and from the airport
Berlin-Tegel (TXL) 80 minutes. Walking distance from the railway
station Wittenberg to the Stiftung Leucorea: 12 minutes.
Railway timetable: http://www.bahn.de/p_en/view/index.shtml

Fellowship of European Evangelical Theologians
The Fellowship of European Evangelical Theologians
is a network of theological scholars that seeks to combine
the highest academic standards with a commitment to the
authority of Scripture and to orthodox, biblical theology.
FEET seeks to encourage individual scholars and institutions that see biblical and theological scholarship as
their calling. The primary activity of FEET is to organise a
biennial international conference on a specific theological
theme of contemporary significance.
The work of FEET has led to the establishment of
several national organisations such as the Association Francophone Européenne de Théologiens Evangéliques in France,
the A rbeitskreis für evangelikale Theologie in Germany, the
Arbeitskreis für biblisch-erneuerte Theologie in Switzerland,
and the Fellowship of Evangelical Theologians in the Czech
Republic.
FEET is closely associated with the European Journal
of Theology, a scholarly and professional journal carrying
articles in English, French and German.

Gemeinschaft europäischer evangelikaler Theologen
Association Européenne de Théologiens Évangéliques
www.paternosterperiodicals.co.uk/european-journal-of-theology

Members of the execu7ve commi'ee
Prof. Pierre Berthoud (Chair man)
+33 44-2271292
PeBerthoud@aol.com
Dr Klaus Bensel (Secr etar y)
Fichtenweg 33, 57078 Siegen, Germany
+49 271-77007300
KLBensel@aol.com
Gert F. Hain (Tr easur er )
Karl-Broll-Strasse 7, 35619 Braunfels, Germany
+49 6442-5218 • Fax: +49 641 95262712
kasse@afet.de

Further information

registra on

Rev. Stanislav Alexiev (Bulgaria)
Dr Pavel Cerny (Czech Republic)
Dr Leonardo De Chirico (Italy)
Dr Stephen Dray (England)
Dr Gert Kwakkel (Netherlands/France)
Dr Hetty Lalleman (Netherlands/England)
Dr Pieter Lalleman (Netherlands/England)
Erling Lundeby Th.M. (Norway)

The Reforma on –
its Theology and
its Legacy
Biennial Conference

Advisory board of FEET
Prof. Henri Blocher • Dr Pietro Bolognesi • Dr Gerald Bray •
Dr Peter Kuzmic • Dr Peter V. Legarth • Dr Gerhard Maier •
Dr I. Howard Marshall • Dr Oskar Skarsaune • Dr Miroslav Volf

Partners
World Reformed Fellowship - Europe:

http://wrfnet.org

The WRF was formed to encourage understanding and cooperation
among evangelical Presbyterian and Reformed denominations and institutions, and to link those institutions having ministry resources with
those possessing vision but few resources. The fellowship promotes
Reformed thinking, a Reformed world and life view, fosters evangelism
and strategies on missions, church planting and theological education.

European Evangelical Alliance:

Fellowship of European
Evangelical Theologians

http://www.europeanea.org

The EEA exists to foster unity and evangelical identity and provide a
voice and platform to evangelical Christians. It brings together both the
national Evangelical Alliances of Europe and a large number of panEuropean mission agencies. It has existed as a regional group since
the 1950’s, but traces its roots to the 1846 conference at which the
World Evangelical Alliance (WEA) was established.

26 - 30 August 2016
at
LEUCOREA
Lutherstadt Wi'enberg
Germany
A theological conference in partnership with

WORLD
REFORMED
FELLOWSHIP
Europe

POSTGRADUATE STUDIES IN
THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
EDUCATION THAT IS THEOLOGICAL AND PROFESSIONAL
FOR THEOLOGICAL EDUCATORS WORLDWIDE

This distinctive set of programmes represents a unique opportunity for theological educators from
all over the world to obtain much desired professional training. It is no secret that teachers in
Bible colleges and seminaries all over the world are traditionally trained in theology but not
necessarily in education. LST is working together with strategic international organisations
involved in theological education to bridge this need and provide a series of highly flexible and
internationally deliverable courses in the discipline of theological education, from a foundational
Postgraduate Certificate to a full MA.

THESE PROGRAMMES ARE FOR YOU IF:
You are currently a theological educator teaching in
a Bible college or seminary;
You are a theology graduate who is considering a
vocation in theological education;
You are involved in leadership or academic
responsibilities in a theological college, but have
not professionally trained for these roles;
You want to deepen you awareness of what is
distinctive (and theological) about theological
education and re-discover your calling.
No need to leave your occupation, no need to leave
your country. The programmes are designed in such a way
that they are best taken while you are actively teaching where
you are. Short intensive study sessions during off-semester
times (either in London and potentially, subject to approval,
in other venues worldwide) together with web-supported
distance learning are designed for men and women who are
already involved in full-time theological education anywhere in
the world. The programmes may also be taken full-time, with
residency at LST.

HOW YOU WILL LEARN
In addition to learning through personal study, you will learn
by engaging in practical activities, some of which will be shared
with a cohort of students through the interactive course website. All the modules will be delivered in such a way that you
will be learning with fellow students from all over the world
under the guidance of a tutor. The intensives offered during
the PGCertTE modules, will provide a further opportunity to
engage in an effective learning community atmosphere.

Arrangements will also be made during the programme to be
formally observed during your teaching in order to assist you
in reflecting on your practice. Assessment will vary within the
modules, with a significant weighting on reflective and
critical essays, but there will be no need to travel for final
examinations.

THREE DEGREES: MULTIPLE ENTRY AND EXIT
POINTS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Postgraduate Certificate in Theological Education*
(PGCertTE) (60 credits).
The course consists of two 30-credit modules, delivered
through a combination of distance learning and intensives
over the course of a year. There are two possible starting
dates – November or June. Each module is supported by a
website with interactive functionality to provide class contact.
Perspectives in Theological Education (30 credits). This
module provides an introduction to the nature, purpose and
problems of theological education both within the UK and
internationally. It also critiques some contemporary and
near contemporary debates and expressions of theological
education, in order to elucidate key ideas and practices, with
the explicit intention of providing a basis for the student’s
critical judgment on his or her practice. In addition, it
explores historical and contemporary models and theories
that relate to the nature and role of the theological educator
in order to foster the development of practitioners that are
professional, reflective, holistic and maturing.

Philosophy and Practice of Higher Education (30 credits).
The aim of this module to critically relate theory and
practice of higher education to theological education, on
the understanding that there is an undeniable relationship between the two domains. The module will provide
a historical overview of higher education and introduce
students to the philosophy of higher education. In
addition, students will critically examine the theories,
tasks and practices of teaching and learning in higher
education with a view to develop best practice. Keeping
a global audience in mind, students will be given the
opportunity to investigate and critically analyse their
own historical, philosophical and pedagogical contexts.
Postgraduate Diploma in Theological Education*
(PGDipTE) (120 credits).
In addition to the PGCertTE modules, students will take a
further 60-credits delivered by distance learning over the
course of a year. Distance learning modules will start in
November and June each lasting 5 months. The following
three options are available.
Leadership and Management in Theological Education
(30 credits). This option is of interest to students
involved in positions of leadership, management and
administration within theological colleges. The module
will help develop critical knowledge and understanding of
leadership, management and administration in a variety
of contexts and will foster professional abilities that cohere with the ethos of theological education. In addition,
the module aims to provide an overview of the purposes
and practices of quality assurance management.
Designing and Delivering Effective Theological Education
(30 credits). This module is designed for those who will
be designing courses and curricula and wish to effectively
implement a variety of delivery forms, including distance

“A thrilling bridge between
solid academic theology and
pedagogy, methodology and
spiritual formation.”
Dr Rolf Hille,
Theological Commission WEA

learning through educational technology. The aim of the
module is to develop knowledge and understanding of
curriculum models and theories, and of their relationship
to course design and delivery methodologies, with the
intention of fostering professional abilities in designing and
delivering effective theological education. It is also rich in
practical application, as it seeks to provide theoretical and
practical instruction for the development of effective and
transformative methodologies in theological education.
Spiritual Formation and Character Education (30 credits).
The aspect of educating for being and not only for knowing
and doing is an essential component of theological
education, but one that has historically drifted into the
extra curricular realm. This module will explore themes
and concepts of spiritual formation and character
education, survey historical patterns and recent literature
and seek out areas of application in the life and vocation of
a theological educator. The module will also give students
the opportunity to explore key texts from the rich heritage
of literature within this field.
MA in Theological Education*
(180 credits).
To be awarded the MA in Theological Education, students
must complete 120-credits from the PGCertTE and
PGDipTE as well as the following 60-credit research module:
Researching Theological Education (60 credits). This
module explores the concepts and principles that underpin
the process of educational research. There is emphasis on
developing the critical skills that will facilitate students in
their understanding, use and creation of research within the
context of theological education. The module will
additionally provide students with the opportunity to
develop specific research skills and will culminate with a
research-based thesis within the field of theological education.

SUMMARY DIAGRAM
Postgraduate Degrees in Theological Education
PGCertTE (Intensive Modules and
Distance Learning)
Perspectives in Theological
Education (30)

Philosophy and Practice of
Higher Education (30)

60 CREDITS

PGDipTE
(Distance Learning Modules)
Two options from:
Leadership and Management in
Theological Education (30)

MA in Theological Education
(Distance Learning Modules)
Researching Theological
Education (60)

Designing and Delivering Effective
Theological Education (30)
Spiritual Formation and Character
Education (30)

120 CREDITS

180 CREDITS

COURSE LENGTHS

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

IMAGINE…

PGCertTE: part-time 1 year

Students enrolling in these postgraduate
programmes are normally expected
to have an honours degree in the field
of theology and to be engaged in the
vocation of theological education.

Imagine knowledgeable and professional
theological educators all over the world
who can work both autonomously and
within teams in a variety of contexts.
Imagine theological educators who
can adapt to change and generate new
ideas in their particular cultures while
remaining faithful to Biblical roots.
Imagine theological educators who hold
an integrated vision of holistic theological
education and have taken responsibility to
develop professionally and personally as
men and women of God, both in character,
interpersonal skills and spirituality.

PGDipTE: part-time 2 years,
full-time 1 year
MA in Theological Education:
part-time 3-4 years, full-time 1 year

We have imagined just these things.

To find out more about postgraduate
training in theological education at
LST, visit www.lst.ac.uk or email us at
education@lst.ac.uk or telephone
+44 (0)1923 456162.

London School of Theology,
Green Lane, Northwood, Middlesex, HA6 2UW
t +44 (0)1923 456000 f +44 (0)1923 456001 e enquiries@lst.ac.uk w www.lst.ac.uk
A Company Limited by Guarantee, Registered in England No. 381332 Registered Charity No. 312778

* Validation and Endorsements
These programmes, subject to validation by Middlesex University, have been developed through
a close working relationship with the European Evangelical Accrediting Association. They are also
warmly endorsed by key leaders involved in theological education across the globe.

Providing a unique focus
on educational issues related to global

Transforming theological
education through scholarship
London School of Theology is building on the success of its
theological education programmes at postgraduate level
(PgCert, PGDip and MA in Theological Education) and of its
well established research department to provide doctoral level
studies to a global audience with a unique focus
on educational issues related to theological education.
This unique opportunity of doctoral research will contribute to
meeting the need for scholarly engagement with educational
issues in both theory and practice in many theological colleges,
in theological education networks and theological accreditation
agencies. The aim of the PhD programme is to nourish
intellectual leadership and resources for schools across the
globe in order to deal with urgent questions of educational
renewal and strategic thinking. The absence of residential
requirements and the possibility to appoint supervisors
internationally favour the development of contextually located
scholars in theological education.

Quick facts
British
PhD

The qualification will be a
British PhD degree, awarded
by LST through Middlesex
University

Dissertation The degree will be awarded
based entirely on the basis of a
80,000 word dissertation

No
residential
requirements
Online
resources

Local
supervision

Typical applicants will be leaders or faculty in theological
colleges, seminaries, Bible college movements and emerging
forms of theological education as well as leaders in
international theological education networks and quality
assurance agencies.

This PhD programme focuses uniquely on contexts of theological
education, aiming primarily at educational theories and practices that have
theology as their main subject and adults as their main audience.

No courses. No exams. No
need to live in London.
Supervision by email and
Skype.
Online course work available
for those with no educational
background. Access to digital
library resources.
Possibility to enhance
research that is contextual
and not tied to Western
educational perspectives

Examples of research
areas:
Nature, purpose and contexts of theological
education
Contemporary educational debates applied
to theological education
Historical models and new models of
theological education
Spiritual formation and character education
Leadership and management in theological
education
Curriculum design in theological education
Educational delivery forms, including
distance learning through educational
technology
Educational philosophy applied to theological
education
Local histories, theories and practices of
theological education

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

LST’s research in theological education is led
by Dr. Marvin Oxenham and by Prof. Andrew
Wright. In addition to internal supervisory
expertise, global supervisors will be sought as
required through networks like the ICETE and
the Overseas Council.

Theological education is about both theology and
education, but when compared to the abundant
scholarly research in theology, relatively little is to be
found on the educational side of the equation. The
educational theories and practices undergirding
theological education worldwide have in fact been
considered for many years to be a settled – or
uninteresting - issue and this has entailed that the
curriculum, teaching and delivery styles, assessment
approaches and even the leadership and
management patterns are often simply replicated
across the world from post-Enlightenment European
and American models.

A PhD presupposes original work at a high level
of scholarship in a specific topic within one or
more disciplinary areas.

Applications
•

Intake every year in October and
February. Normally begin contact 2
months before.

•

For fees see http://bit.ly/1EEYw04.
Applications for scholarships are
possible.

•

Entry qualifications are normally a
good honors degree (in theology or
related subject). A second M level
degree will further equip you for
doctoral studies. Students with no
educational background may audit
MATE modules.

•

IELTS score of 7.0 or equivalent

This approach is inadequate both because these
models are changing due to the increasing
complexities of globalization, massification and
fragmentation but also because the models
themselves stand in need of contextualization into
local educational realities. Further changes in socioeconomical models in the wider society and the
technological advances such as the new frontiers of
online learning, demand that colleges deeply engage
with educational theories and practices undergirding
theological education. All this entails the need and
urgency of critical research into the educational
dimension of theological education.

For information contact
•

Marvin Oxenham, Programme Leader education@lst.ac.uk

•

Sandra Khalil, Research Programmes Administrator sandra.khalil@lst.ac.uk
London School of Theology, Green Lane, HA6 2UW, United Kingdom Tel: (0044)1923 456 162
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